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it's the 24-hour service that makes us different to our competitors: we offer the
best job at the most affordable price. whether its our fully integrated fault finding
service, distribution network or our exhaustive range of service options we do it
all and do it better, every time. the iso 6571 series, includes all the provisions

specified in iec tr 60038-1:2011, plus the new parts of iec 6571-2. the new parts
include those for the iec 60038-3, 4 and 5 standards. tr 60038-1 includes for the
first time the amendments to part 2, which were approved by iec, adding new

test methods, the amendments to subpart 2, which added the new test methods,
the amendments to subpart 3, which added the new test methods, the

amendments to subpart 4, which added test methods for underground cables, the
amendments to subpart 5, which added the requirements for the marking of

power cables and the amendments to subpart 6, which added all the required
information to part 6 of the standard. this document supersedes all earlier

documents for the iec 60038-1 series, which contain the new test methods and
the amendments to subpart 2. it is the authority worldwide for the structural

design and analysis of fixed, swimming and floating structures in the marine and
offshore industries. the catalogue includes numerous sections, including

hydraulics, stresses, earthquake and vibration, dynamic draughts, hydrostatics,
building structure, design basis earthquake, design guide, design check and

design methods. featuring professional and easy-to-use interface, intuitive and
powerful function, provided high-quality standard conversion functions and

excellent stability, all the functions to facilitate to convert iec tr 60140-3 to iec tr
60038-3. it is an example with how to use the powerful functions and lots of it can

meet your needs.
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